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By means of MEMS sensors and inexpensive breakout boards, it’s easy to add motion and orientation detection to your hobby and professional projects.
Easily Add Motion and Orientation Sensing to Improve Your Projects
The above may sound like a bunch of mathematical gobbledygook. But it’s based on a very simple, and very important, idea from physics: you can treat the vertical and horizontal motion of the ball ...
How to Find Maximum Height of a Projectile
There were core efficiency problems at the amateur level ... on-the-court feel for the game—by, for example, facing a fuzzy green projectile traveling at you faster than an Acela train.
Blood, Sweat and Data
It's enough to give the illusion of motion, but it isn't really continuous, says Daniel O'Keeffe, who does in-depth display testing at RTINGS.com. He uses the example ... t a huge problem in ...
I Use Motion Smoothing on My TV—and Maybe You Should Too
The question of whether a singularity can form in an initially regular flow, described by the 3D incompressible Navier–Stokes (NS) equations, is a fundamental problem in mathematical ... is associated ...
Geometry of turbulent dissipation and the Navier–Stokes regularity problem
It seems like a smooth slab of stainless steel, but look a little closer, and you'll see a simplified cross-section of the Los Angeles sedimentary basin. Caltech researcher Sunyoung Park and her ...
3D printed models provide clearer understanding of ground motion
At first I was able to go for runs and do various HIIT workouts outdoors without a problem, but as the temperatures dropped that fall, going outside stopped being a comfortable option. So, even as ...
7 Quiet Workout Tips So You Can Exercise at Home Without Infuriating Your Neighbors
Warner Bros announced they had given Zack Snyder $70 million to complete his version of the Justice League film and that it would be releasing on HBO Max. This news stunned many media outlets who had ...
10 Major Problems With Zack Snyder’s Justice League
A protester whose testicle exploded into pieces when a Los Angeles police officer shot him with a hard-foam projectile during ... reviews have found glaring problems with the Los Angeles Police ...
Protester shot in testicles with LAPD projectile last summer files excessive force lawsuit
Why more funders need to address multiple issues simultaneously, and what the only US foundation currently funding intergenerational programs has learned from the approach.
Philanthropy’s Problem With Single-Issue Solutions
The shortstop makes a crucial defensive play to halt a Toronto rally and has a four-hit night to fuel an 8-2 win.
With his bat and glove, Trea Turner keeps Nats’ heart beating, sparks win over Blue Jays
America’s aging sewers need $1 trillion in repairs, but officials in South Bend, Indiana, have a plan to make them smarter.
One city’s fight to solve its sewage problem with sensors
The Academy Awards ceremony Sunday night was distinctive because it occurred in the midst of a deadly pandemic and because organizers made every effort to see to it that race and gender dominated the ...
The 93rd Academy Awards ceremony: Racial politics and other problems
Global Motion Preservation Devices Market Motion preservation devices are used to treat spinal disorders, such ...
Motion Preservation Devices Market To Report Impressive Growth, Revenue To Surge To US$ Billion/Million By 2027
Within the next few months, this parcel of land will become one of the first in Phoenix to be legally owned by wildlife. Bradshaw, a professor of law at Arizona State University, is putting into ...
Wildlife as property owners? An ASU law professor puts the theory to practice in Phoenix
On Feb. 1, 2008, a California court handed over control of Britney Spears’ life and finances to her father, Jamie.
Custody or Captivity? Britney Spears and the Problem with California’s Conservatorship Laws
An attempt to provide the best of both worlds—the added capacity offered by a smaller-diameter projectile ... to be a common problem with the model in general, but our sample would benefit ...
Smith & Wesson Performance Center SW1911 Pro Series
According to 360 Research Reports, the “ Universal Motion Control Market " 2021 by Types (Motion Controller, Driver Amplifier, Motor, Feedback Sensors), Application (Material Handling, Packaqing, ...
Universal Motion Control Market 2021 : Top Countries Data, Market Size, Share, Segmentation Analysis, Regional Outlook and Forecast to 2026
Senate lawmakers voted Tuesday to indefinitely postpone legislation that would prohibit transgender youth from receiving gender-affirming surgical care, a victory for LGBTQ+ advocates.
Missoula senator’s surprise motion stops bill limiting transgender youth healthcare
General Motors has issued a product safety recall for certain examples of the sixth-generation Chevy Camaro due to an issue involving the driver’s side airbag emblem. The problem: on affected ve ...
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